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Connectors 2 
Fill the gaps with But for, Otherwise, In case, In case of.  

 

1.- Everybody agreed on what to visit next (1)__________ five people that were against. 

2.- (2)__________ rain, the excursion will be cancelled and alternative activities will be 

carried out inside the hotel.  

3.- I bought some drinks (3)__________ you are thirsty.  

4.- The tourists would have got lost (4)__________ the help of the street map. 

5.- His friend translated everything the guide was saying; (5)__________, he wouldn't have 

understood anything. 

6.- I continued the journey (6)_____ the weather went worse and I couldn't go on the next day.  

7.- (7)__________ an emergency, please remain calm. 

8.- We all got to the top of the Teide (8)__________ two girls that were too tired to go on. 

9.- (9)______ fire, please seal the door cracks with a wet towel and open the upper window. 

10.- All rooms will be charged with the corporate rates unless (10)__________ stated. 

11.- We got up at 5 a.m.; (11)__________ it would have been impossible to get to the 

airport on time. 

12- The room was very expensive; (12)_______ that we would have stayed one more night.  

13.- Don't get up so late; (13)__________ you will not be on time for breakfast. 

14.- The whole group got dinner in the hotel restaurant (14)__________ the honeymooners 

that had it in their in their room. 

15.- I asked for some paper bags (15)__________ I was seasick. 

16.- I put a tag with my address on my suitcase (16)__________ it was stolen. 

17.- You must have a good breakfast; (17)__________ you'll be hungry too early. 

18.- You'd better get to bed now; (18)______ you won't be able to wake up on time tomorrow. 

19.- He would be dead (19)__________ the help of the in house nurse.  

20.- I changed some money (20)__________ they don't accept pounds.  

21.- You must be on the bus at 10 a.m, (21)__________ they'll leave without you. 

22.- I've taken the passports (22)__________ they don't accept the ID cards.  

23.- Don't spend so much money today; (23)__________, you won't be able to buy anything 

tomorrow. 

24.- Nobody got lost (24)__________ the Japanese tourists. 

25.- We would have been there on time (25)__________ the diversion on the highway. 
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Connectors 2 
 

Fill the gaps with But for, Otherwise, In case, In case of.  

1.- Everybody agreed on what to visit next but for five people that were against. 

2.- In case of rain, the excursion will be cancelled and alternative activities will be carried 

out inside the hotel.  

3.- I bought some drinks in case you are thirsty.  

4.- The tourists would have got lost but for the help of the street map. 

5.- His friend translated everything the guide was saying; otherwise, he wouldn't have 

understood anything. 

6.- I continued the journey in case the weather went worse and I couldn't go on the next day.  

7.- In case of an emergency, please remain calm. 

8.- We all got to the top of the Teide but for two girls that were too tired to go on. 

9.- In case of fire, please seal the door cracks with a wet towel and open the upper window. 

10.- All rooms will be charged with the corporate rates unless otherwise stated. 

11.- We got up at 5 a.m.; otherwise it would have been impossible to get to the airport on 

time. 

12- The room was very expensive; but for that we would have stayed one more night.  

13.- Don't get up so late; otherwise you will not be on time for breakfast. 

14.- The whole group got dinner in the hotel restaurant but for the honeymooners that had it 

in their in their room. 

15.- I asked for some paper bags in case I was seasick. 

16.- I put a tag with my address on my suitcase in case it was stolen. 

17.- You must have a good breakfast; otherwise you'll be hungry too early. 

18.- You'd better get to bed now; otherwise you won't be able to wake up on time tomorrow. 

19.- He would be dead but for the help of the in house nurse.  

20.- I changed some money in case they don't accept pounds.  

21.- You must be on the bus at 10 a.m, otherwise they'll leave without you. 

22.- I've taken the passports in case they don't accept the ID cards.  

23.- Don't spend so much money today; otherwise, you won't be able to buy anything 

tomorrow. 

24.- Nobody got lost but for the Japanese tourists. 

25.- We would have been there on time but for the diversion on the highway. 


